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Weiss suggests that public entrepreneurship has the potential to: (1) create the conditions for a
more virtuous societal spiral; (2) unleash the great power of the individual, including the ability to
not only to solve problems but to innovate; (3) work in ways that the for-profit sector is ill-suited to, if
only by virtue of the law that restricts firms to a profit motive; and (4) create positive spillover
effects—helping to cross the chasm of attention to government through new platforms and
mechanisms that help to fight climate change, as well as to solve public health, housing and other
challenges. We the Possibility is structured around six key ideas, each one building on the others and
creating a positive feedback loop that can become a game changer. Weiss describes each one in
turn, highlighting the examples and case studies from around the world he presents to illustrate how
his ideas work. First, Weiss seeks to power the change engine with social innovation. He contends
that the government is the most important driver of social innovation, and that by innovating
ourselves we can change how other people innovate. Thus the key lies with we the public, not only
because it is individuals, but also because in an age of hubris and institutional cynicism, we have the
unique ability to see through the established ways of doing things. The critical question, Weiss
maintains, is whether we are willing to engage in the uncertain journey of social entrepreneurship.
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weiss, who has received awards for his innovative teaching and community leadership, is an
inspiring and sought-after speaker. in addition to his work with startups and other businesses, he has
presented at 10 downing street, the world bank and code for america. mitchell weiss is an instructor
of the hbs executive education program and a leadership adviser for the hbs next generation leader
program. he teaches the course "leadership, strategy, and innovation" at harvard business school

and is a frequent speaker at business conferences around the world. the course will also explore the
use of the language of computational complexity and randomized algorithms to help us understand

the relationship between classical and quantum information processing, to see the differences
between worst-case and average-case complexity, and the links between algorithms, complexity,

and the ability to solve complex problems. it will include a careful analysis of the security and safety
of quantum key distribution and quantum cryptography and its applications to solving distributed

systems problems. the course will also explore the use of the language of computational complexity
and randomized algorithms to help us understand the relationship between classical and quantum
information processing, to see the differences between worst-case and average-case complexity,

and the links between algorithms, complexity, and the ability to solve complex problems. the course
will be taught at mit's computer science and artificial intelligence laboratory (csail) and will focus on

contemporary issues and approaches and their applicability to real-world problems. students will
gain a quantitative and theoretical understanding of public policy issues and address significant

contemporary challenges facing the public sector. students will be expected to bring to class at least
one article from a current issue of a journal in their field. students will also be expected to code

solutions to problems that arise in the course. for each solution, students will write a detailed report.
classes will meet for seven hours per week for the entire length of the term. 5ec8ef588b
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